This paper considers an inverse Taylor series problem and some related conjectures which arise in considering linear integral filters from a new viewpoint. The inverse Taylor series problem is defined as expanding a Lebesgue measurable function into a Taylor series by integration, which is an estimation problem.
Introduction
This note presents an inverse Taylor series problem and related mathematical conjectures which arises in the consideration of integral filters [3].
Suppose f ( t ) is a measured signal which may be polluted bx high frequency measurement noise. Mathematically, f ( t ) may not be differentiable or even not continu o~~ The weakest possible mathematical assumption on f ( t ) is Lebesgue measurability. In engineering pracgee, one often needs t o filter out noise from the signal f ( t ) [4, 5 , 6 , 1, 21. For control application, beside filtering the measured signal, one also needs to estimate the derivative of the signal. It is well-known that integration not only can smooth up discontinuous functions, but also can filter out high frequency noise. This is the impetus for searching analog integral filters from a new viewpoint [3]. The main problem is how to build an integral filter which has enough information for the estimation or re-construction of the nominal signal and its derivative with higher accuracy. Although, classical analog linear integral filters have been extensively studied for the purpose of signal processing [4,5,6], they are often frequency-selectave type filters which are not quite fit for nonliiear control purposes. Kalman filters [l, 21 are for control purposes, but they need a model for the signal, which restricts its use in some cases.
Most recently, the authors found that one can construct integral filters from an inverse Taylor series approach. This problem has its own right in mathematics. The main idea is to build linear integral filters based on truncation of formal Taylor series and reconstruct required signal. Preliminary research in this respect has . been presented in 131. This paper concentrate on some related mathematical conjectures.
Inverse Taylor Series Problem
Suppose a real function f(t) is Lebesgue integrable on real line R. A neighborhood of a point is defined as
The following questions may be araised:
(1) Is it possible to approximately expand f ( t ) as a Taylor series in Na(z0) by integration?
(2) What is the error if one use information from such a Taylor development to estimate f ( t ) itself and its derivatives?
To answer these questions leads t o some new viewpoint on analog integral filters [3]. This short paper will present the inverse Taylor series problem and a related mathematical problem which is'still open.
In general, the inverse Taylor series problem is proposed as follows.
In the well-known Taylor series development, if f(t)
is continuously differentiable n + 1 times in Nd(Z0) j (t),,.., f(")(t), unknown f(t1) is constructed when t = tl -At with lhtl sufficiently small. An important point here is that, t o approximate f(t1) with f(t)+ (t)At + ... + $f(")(t)(At)", the error is in the order of 0 ((At)"+l).
Suppose that f ( t ) is Lebesgue integrable with respect to t and the value of f(s) at an arbitrary time instant s = tl is known. Let t = tl -At with lAtl sufficiently small. It is to find the value of f(s) at s = t without resort to differentiation at time instant t . Construct a formal Taylor series as follows.
f ( h ) = f(t + A t )
= f ( t ) + j (t)At + ... + $f(")(t)(At)" + 0 ((At)"") where f ( t ) , j ( t ) , ..., f(")(t) are unknown and are to be found. Mathematically, this may be called an inverse Taylor series problem.
To solve the inverse Taylor series problem, consider the following auxiliary dynamic system constructed from the formal Taylor series with the remainder O((At)"+*) dropped. Let T = At, and use zi(t) to replace f (idl) ( t ) , i = 1, ..., n. It is obtained that Now one can estimate f (t) which is a filtered counterpart of r ( t ) as well as the derivatives of f ( t ) as follows.
For some T > 0, for t E IT, 00) r i
This defines an integral filter which can be used in control and signal processing [3]. It should be noted that this is an asymptotic filter if the system (2.1) is globally asymptotically stable. As can be checked that it is true for n = 1, .. [6]
